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ABSTRACT .<:;$ .,..-

We have implemmted in the undulator first-optics enclosure of the Maasachuskj Institute of Technolo~-McGiil
Universi@-IBM Corpora&n Collaborative Ac&s T- Sector at the Advanced Photon Source an x-ray-beamline
and a spectrometer optikzed h performin~@mkngle, wide-bazidp&q wh&&rt-x-ray-acatterin~ e&&@nts.
We describe the novel katures of this set-up. - j’l%e performance of Ike beamlh@~d the spe&orwt.er baa &ea .

~b _ - =ray s*. patterns from isotr6pic+dl#isbrr@@ aerogek Statistical ,@lysia .
of the spedde ~ has IX&I performed &@ which we extract the sp&kk x@itha and Contr-. v@,,rAve-
wEctoitrans&r ?mldllam#e’ .~’Z’hem&sum2d speckle widths and contzaskar$ compa@ to direct mimerid .,,
evaluation of the ~ correction fimction. The calculated widths are in poor agreement with the measurements.
but the calculated mntrast agrees well with the meamwed contrast.

lG3ywnrdEx coherent x-iizy difhction, specldq mrdl-angle x-ray-scatterin~ aerogel

1.,, INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have demonstrated the potential of x-ray intensity-fluctuation spectroscopy (XIFS), which is
also know as x-ray photan-correlation spectraicopy (XPCS), to become a powerfd probe of sample dynamics at
low-iiequencies {< 10’ Hz) and small-length-scab (< 2000A). For example, XH?S measurements have been made
of the equilibrium dynamics of a binary alloy n= its criticaI point, 1 of the Browxiian motion of gold,2 palladiums
and antimony &de’ cdoids diffming in glycerol, and of the equilibrium dynamics of block-copolymer miceiles in a
homopolymer matrix.s All of these measurements were performed in a regime of wav~vector and frequency space
Which isinaccembk to m.@us other light, n~ or x-ray scattering techniques

IFS with laser light has long been employed to “investigate the dynamics of condensed matter on micron length
scales in transparent media. Its principles are well knowm a sample is iIluminat.ed by coherw2t laser light, resulting
in a random speckle pattern which varies with time as a result of temporal fluctuations within the sample. Tbe
time autocorrdation function of the speclde pattern yields the characteristic t-mea of the sample. Key to performing .
XIFS, therefore, is a SU&ientJY cob- x-ray beam illuminating the sample under stuciy ne beam mh=nce
can conveniently be thought of as having two components: (I) trmverse W’IM COherenCe3 and (2) longitudinal
COhelT31Ct2.The ~ coh erence length of the beam isgivenby 1~ = AR/( #%u), where Ais the x-ray wavekn@&

Correspondingauthoc A. R sandy, APs/ANL, Sector SO. 8, Building 400, 97(Io S. cm Ave., Argonne, IL 60439, USA; end:
=-@-.~~; TSWXJ= .63M62-02w, k. s30—2aa—M62 ,.
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R ia the wurce-t.o-observer distance, and u is the one-sigma source size.7 For x-rays produced by our undulator at
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), A = 1.6 ~, R x 30 m. and a = 60 pm in the vertical direction and a 300 pm
in the horizontal direction yielding transverse coherence iengths at the sample of [T z 32 pm in the vertical and
= 6 pm in the hor”uontal.

The longitudinal coherence length of the beam is given by lL = A/( AE/E), where E is the energy of the x-ray
beam (= 7.6 keV), and LiE is the energy bandwidth which C= range from ~ % 0.0002-0.05. In order to observe
coherent-scattering effects, the optical path difference of the scattered x-rays must not be too much larger than the
Longitudinal coherence length of the beam. In fact, for a small-angle-scattering experiment (wave-vector transfers
less than approximately 0.05 A- I), the energy bandwidth for which coherence effects can be observed is relatively
large-a few percent. Recent work in this field has exploited this fact.2-’7’a

Srn&l-a@e coherent-scattering experiments are facilitated in two ways at a thixd-generation, undtdator-based
Syncbrotrcm-x-ray mm—m!.F@, the flux of tranmmdy-coherertt x-rays is directly proportional to the source
liance. An muhda&r

hril-
at the APS therefore provides approximately a fktor of I@’ more transversely-coherent x-rays

.;. through a urit aperture than has been available previously at second-generation symhrotron x-ray sources. !3eco@
the eneigy bandwidth of an undulator hapnonic app “mxunatdy matches the allowed energy bandwidth of the x-ray
beam as detived from optical path-Iength-difference considerations. Provided that the other undulator harmonics

.. -...’ ..aze Wtemd’’ q,itiathemposaible towrethe entimunduko rharinom“c for a small-angle coherent--tiering
qierirnentwitha concomitant increaseinflux.

h&ivated by these considerations, we have implemented an x-ray beandine and a spectrometer optimized for
pdorming sm.11-angle, wid+bandpass, coherent-x-ray-scattering exp erirnents. Both the beamline @ the spec-
trmneter are sitnatad in the undulator !irst-optics enclosure (FOE) of the IMM-CA~ Sector at the AH. We hawe
imicqorated several novei ikatures into the design of our set-up which we describe in detail in Sec. 2.L

,.. A crucial diagnostic for optimizing our set-up for XIFS mesmuwments is a detailed characterization of ita perfor-
&ce under static conditions. This ia the main subject of the second half of this paper. Iu particular, we produce
dittic speckle pr4tenm using isotropically-disordered aerogels and anaiyze the scattad iutenaity using a statiatii
treatment which is described in &tad in H [81. &ction 2.2 describes our static atmcture factor mtasmem- of

.: ..-, .&& &nd eX@&a why aerOgek are eX&ik&t- tXIIOtiCd St.atiCqxdrk pl&hlcXXi% section 3 detailS the - Of
.. ‘“- thti “-cal a&dysia d-the &tic speckle patterns and Sec. 4 cor&ins a summary and our collchions.

... ... . ..... .. ... .

2. EXPERIMENT

il. Bea.rnline configuration

~g measurements described in this paPer were carried out at the DAM-CAT WIon.,
Beamline at the APS @D). Table 1 lists distances &&n various key components in our set-up; F%. 1 ia a
s&matic plan view of our set-up. Fkom right-to-left in Fig. 1, the principal components are as follows.

‘We use an AI% Vndulator A-ll as our radiation smrce. It is a 72-pole, 2.4meter-long insertion device located
ia the bmstmam half of the Sector-8 S-mettw straight section. - The energy range of the undulator d.rst harmonic
apana 343 kwV <K = 2.57-0.37); we typically run with the undulator gap set to 18.0 mm, which theoretically places

‘- the&st. harmonicat E = 7.65 keV. The predicted Ml-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) baudwidth for the &st
undulator hannoni c is (AE/E) = 0.026; the source sizes and x-ray beam divergences at 4% coupling are eqected
to bea==300prn=dcrz, = 2.5prad in the horizontal and us = 60 ~m and Uti = 5 prad in the vertical.

., Ftadiatiotipropagates from the straight section to our bearnline via the APS front end (FJ3)-12The FE matea to
our bearnlii via a windowless differential pump. Our differential pUMP is a modified veraion of the APS standard
rnode& we added a 30-cm-long tapered aperture with a 3-tn.rn-diameter exit hole between the two halves of the
standard d~erential PUMP. The tapered aperture serves two purposes. First, it improves the performance of the

. Merer&d pump by decreasing the gas conductance between its two halves. And second, for our usual undulator
gap (18 mm), it reduces the power transmitted to our beamline by a factor of 2 as compared to the FE exit aperture
tidy SU@kd by the APS to beandines.

“fMM-CAT is a teambrinedtodwelop a sector at the APS. IMM-CAT ig comprxwd of acientista from the Massachusetts Institute of
Ter5tndogy (MfT), McGill and Queen’s universitiesin Canada,the Intemationd Bwin~ Machines Corporation (IBM), aad Argonne

, National bboratory. To learn more about lMM-CAT, pleaseseehttp//www.imm.apanLgov.
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Table 1. Locations of various key com nents in m
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., I’@ure 1. ‘Schematic plan view of our small-angle cokent-x-ray-titering set-up.
,. : ..’-

The next component is a tapered aperture with a 275-jmdametew exit hole. ~ apertwe ~Y ~
~% ~p_ tranemitied to the downstream portion of our beamline to less thari 8 W for undulator gaps greater
than 18 rmi %n= the x-ray b&rns ued in a coherent scattering experiment have transverse dimensions of odY

3-20 jm% the d apature does not compromise iu any way the useful transverd y-coherent flux. The aperture
sitsato+pamohm%ed table which allows furprecise p&ti@ngin tieplanetranmerae (the z-y plane) to the x-ray
.beam-ln ~wehzwe found thatthe APSx-~beam position iustaMe between andwithin poaitronfills,ao ‘
that onoe $he aperture is pkwed “on-m& it rarely needs -positioning. Imrne&teiy upstream and downstream of
this apature, are small-through-bore lead and ttmgsten cdlirnators. Moreover, the entire aperture itself is wrapped
in lead sbidding. In this may we greatly reduce the backgmnnd radiation levels ti the FOE.

~ of lihe tapered aperture are two beryllium windoti. These “kdatk the remainder of our beadine
fIom the sto~ring =ixrii” Each beryIlium window is a highly-polished (both aides), 200-&thick b&yRium
fbi! clamped to a vacuuni fiauge. Polished beryllium foils have been suggested as important in preserving the beam
spatial coherehce-~s An O-ring formed fkom a M-rnm-dhuneter lead wire14 pro- ,vacuum isolation. The beryllium -,
wiudows dO not require tiding because of the small amount of power in the inci&nt -“ and be&se the p&wr
is at rdativdy high x-ray energies w that little is abmrbed.

The next component is a hrxisontally-defkt.ing, 100-mm-long, silicon mirror. The mirror has leas than 5 wad
totai slope error auoas its optical surbce and < s A root-mean-square roughn~ The glancing-incid~e
of the’mirrorisS& so thatitscriticalenergyisjust greater than the energy of the fist undulator harmonic; the

.,-
1 :. .A



I

~ of tke xmd&tmr is reflected and the higher-order harmonics are either absorbed in or transmitted
through the mirror. Figure 2 shows the “raw,” rneaswred undulator spectrum (with the gap = 18 mm) after reflection
from the mirror —the so-caiIed “pink” beam. We note that the measured profl? h= the characteristic asymmetric
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krmm+ci ,wimd% ahg *-eneqg taiI .~d a id&&r’ciro&c&orithe M&-*..,
..- tie. “me ~--XCM m~w-titi = Am@@s ModeI XR-1~ pimtdiode x-ray detectm. The
Aanpt&s q.- agy resolution is 317 eV. A&r deconvolution-of the detector resolution, we find the. . . .. . “.’ ...+

.... meamred F’WEManm& bandwidth of the firat tmdukor harmonic is &??/l? = 0.059. its measured rkli rmsitiori is
l?= 7.52 keV. in ac3d&on, the measured count ratxof+t photong, s&led to M1-mA of storag&ng ‘&&&t, is

., =-- 3X IX photons/aecon& These quantities s@u.ld be compared to the theoreticaliy+cpecbd values of AJ3/E = 0.026., ~
-=-= 7.65 keV, and an “tident count rate of 2 x 1015 photons/second at a storagwing current of 100 mA. The ibt

.... . ,. .:. .- &KmpKKY“ amid result from one of our apertures not being properly aligned on the axis of the beam,m while
. the last probribly just X&c& the uncertainty of our flux measurement.

Tbemmahb$g itamsinotis e&upc OnstMe the small-angle cqherent-scattering -et=-,. ~?” krn+-+~ ‘
. :“wmlocated a$optxmmmmbk tabkawhichv dlbemlocatd to downstream experiment stationa upon the latter’s

.-.,. ., ~. T&* cdrnponent that is part of the spectrometer is a second small-through-bore !ead collimator. In
.,.: .. . . .. the mrrmrt set-tip it Fits app “roxunately 600-mrn downstream of the miryor. This collimator is aIigned so that the

.- - r&iectdpink tipaw?es through itwhikagy M&mergyradia&n tmnarnittadthrough the mirror b absorbed.

- +;:~’The next i- in .*,,~ c&m@+mtt ering spectr&n&ter is a ‘p&”’of cros~ SIits used to select aJ.? trabswrsdy coherent portion of the x-ray beam. The slit aeaem~ is a mtom d&gn which abws the slit blades to

.,
,, .. .
.,- ‘..
.:.,.

.,

%e placed withih 7.5 cm, of the sample. The small slit-to-sample &paration allowa & to work io the near-field I&it
(Resnd difE&.@) of@ slits f6r all but the srnakt slit ~. (3the.rwi5e.’we have fbund that the contrsst
in&e @edde pattern (see Sec., 3) is reduced by the divergence of the x-ray beam between the slii an&the sampk.
h alit bladedare m~ of tantalum and their beam-defining edges are poliibed romduce parasitic matterm“ g. The
siits &awsindepederk adjustable openings ii the horizontal and vertical dhwtkms fromssl pnitoseveral mm.
~~ -n~ ad v~c~ aW@weS mow us to ckxe slit opeztirigs that best match the diffkrent horizontal
and vestkal ~ sizes: The resolution and repeatability of the alit apertures.9 positions are FS0.2P and u
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1 ~m, resperrivdy. For the coherent-scattering data presented in this paper the slit apertures were 5 Am in the
horizontal x 11 P in the vertical. The measured count rate incident upon the sample and scaled to 100 mA of
storage-ring current WEU1 x 101: photons/second, which is a factor of two less than expected, but consistent with
our measurements of the count rate through the 275-j.tm aperture. The mirror, collimator, and slits are all contained

1
within a He-tilled fli~ht path. The beam defined by the slits exits the incident flight path through a small hole in a

Kapton widow at tie end of this portion of the flxght path. We use a hole to ;void complications which we have
otherwise observed to msr.dt from the Kapton decomposing in the intense x-ray beam.

The samples = studied were contained in a small vacuum chamber. The x-ray beam entered the chamber via
a Kapton window. Unlike the Kapton window described above which is exposed to the entire 275-Pm x-ray beam
tkk% e~ 4 b __tion, thiswindow only %ees” micron-sized x-ray beams. We have found that
such a small beam produces very little damage in the window. The downatmxirn end of the chamber w directly
.cormected t9the~i3@t path. hmediately upstream of thesam*and &idethechamher, wasaguardslit
made of @&bed tantalum H- It - used to reduce the parasitic scattering produced by the slits and the sam@e-
charn.k’s Ka@cm window. M% used only a single slit and mounted it on the inboard (stor~ring) side of the beam
tithits edge$wztkaL Ukewise, the CCD camera (see below), was mounted so that it only collected scattering in the
inboard &rec@XL By wtwking only in the inboard ha&planR we have greatly simplified the alignment of the guard
slit- This has proven ssqxzially valuable for dyn- measurements we have made &th this same set-up where
frequent sampk ad temperature changes necessitate frequent re-aligrunent of the guard slit.

A Princeton btmznen tele Model CCD-576E, thermo-electrically-cooled, deep-depletion CCD chip with 384x576
22-pm-square pixels directly detected the intensity, scattered from the aerogel sam- Its quantum efficiency “&t
the x-ray energy WEused was about 35%. The camera was controlled by and the data ~red on a Silicon Graphics
workstation ming a msmmrzd version of the ‘Yori& interpreted prograrnmin g langur&e.17 Data presented in this
paper are the a- of betweeri 10 and 25 CCD exposures, each of duration 0.4 to 1.0 seconds. Readout time
between each uf tbe exposures was 0.24 seconds. Obtaining data as a time series has two advan@ges (1) it allows
t& CWDp&brmancet obecbaracterizedaa dAb@k N.[18], md(2)it*ti-dti*&dm

. >. ... .,.

~* ’&-*~mbyo_ br~*&s@t~_ty rmr&dbytie CCD, we-*
tqqti.r&& &epoaitions of&aeitesns inordertomhimiae the parasitic contribution to the measured sc.atteri&..

The aerogd sarnpks used m the present. study were made via a sol-gel and hypercritical drying process,Xg resulting in
‘ahighiy pcmms m@erial axnpgeed of Si& spheres ariayed in long strands irtterconnecM at radom sites. Depending
on the growt& conditions, gels with varying density could be produced. For the present measurements the density
arldthicbes of the gels were varied so that each sample comprised approximatdy one x-ray absorption length.

X-ray-acazrerin,g mezmmmwnts of the aerogel ensernbl~averaged static structure fac@ra were made at MIT-IBM
%amdine X2i3C x the .Nat&tal Synchrotrons Light %m.rce. Approximatdy 4 rnrad of synchrotrons rdation iiom a
bending _ ware cdected and focused by a platinum-coated, ben~ cylindri~ float-giasa mirror. Monocbm
rnatic x-rays of energy E = 7.1 keV were selected by a pair of tungsten-silicon mukilayers. At the sample position,
we obtained on & order 1 x 1013 photone/second at 100 mA ring current in a baudwidth AE/E = 0.015 and a spot

roximate!y 1 x 1 rnm2. A pair of crossed slits upstream of the sample provided collimation of the incidentsize app
%eaan. An additional crossed slit, irnrnediily upstream of the sarnpl~ was used to remove parasitic scatWhg
from the upsreazn slits and windows. The scattered intensity was collected using a “point” scintillation detector
mbunted on a vertically -scanning detector arm. Crossed slits on the upstream and downstream end of the detector
am determined our resolution and . . . d the contribution of parasitic scattering to the rneaaured signal.

The static x-ray scattering from aerogels has been -ensively studied and is well understood.zwm OrI leagth
scales of a few hundred angstroms, the strands cluster “into a tiactai network with ~act.al dimension ciose to 2. This
utrumure lea& to strong x-ray scattering over a wide range of wave-vector transfers and makes the gels useful m
characterizing coherence. At length scales beyond the cluster size, different clusters pack together. Viewed at stiU
‘huger Iength sczdes. their density appears uniform and the bactal dimension approaches 3.
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..
i?!3 s%owatie rnewwmedscatteri& from a 3.4-mm-thick aerogel (open c“ircles). The data have been normahzed

to the scattering per unit volume. Also shown in Fig. 3 is a best fit (solid line) to the measured scattering based on
the model described in detaiI in Ref. [21]. This model represents the total scattering as the product of three terms:
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de~xx=-dotititi~e~~~hffe- I+omthe fitresults ~’findthat asthe

_ ~X i#$ ~ tk d- ~~ the correlation kmgth &rease$ with a coriespondirtg’~ ‘m
kh.epackiag&actiim aadthefractd dker@m& Fbr the data presented ‘m FW ~“ the best-fit parameters are p =
13m13=736~, ~=121&df =2.1, and R=15 ~.
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‘ZhreMa&vgeF spidle ‘pdtema are shown in Fig. 4. Fkom left to right, Fii. 4 shows the smabngle scattering
from Q.S-maWdck, I.&mm-thick, and 3.4-mm-thick aerogei ~pi~. E’~ aII the images presented in F%. 4, dark

e ~ ~ ~ded SQt_ and light regions idicate lees. lksta-@%eii&d h the O.S-mm-thick zrtigel
_x*~0f~50.4-~d .CCD ~osurea, those preeented 6X the l.&nm-&ick aerogdaample are the
avezige of 25 &5-secrmci C.(2I3.~, while those presented for the 3.4rmn-thick aerogel saxnpk are the awerage
“of IO Lo-second CCD ~ l%r W three images @e scattered “signal was diminkhed by an SEII(3OX attenuator

~~13ueto tbe Qistri%Ioa Insize of tbe silks sphe~,’ t&ii term is airnptgp- sczuteting;Itu indepeodeat of the detdsd shape &
h-~- ti-~oft ba=~ti] ~~dytode~i~tiem~~~
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‘‘~ -Xii 4L; %eckle patterns produced by a wide-bandpass coherent x-ray beam incident upon =m?# samples* “-, ,. ~,........

,“;.&,r&”@@wsses Left Panels: scattering from ‘a 0.5-mm-thick aerogel sample. Center PaneIs: scattering from a “- ‘
~.:I.&&$&ii-$&@k aerogel sample. Right Panels scattering from a 3.4mm-thick aerogel sample. The bottom panel d . .

~ ~ @it of%gures is the entire CCD image, the top panel is a close-up in the range of @ indicated. The white band
.. :--

.
@ tbe bottom of all three of the entire CCD images is the shadow of the beam stop.

. <:. :.
. immediately upstream of <he CCD in order to av~id saturation. All the data presented in ~lg. 4 have been converted ~
. ..@ ~w+wctur transfer (Q) using the relation Q = kF/&, where k = 2T/A =.,-,.. 3.88 ~-: is the wave number, F is

a .vec@ from a point on the CCD image plane to the beam-zero position on the CCD image plane, and & is the ,.... ....,.
.-..-d betweeKIt~ -Pie and the detector (- Table 1). The diiect beam (stopped by a beam stop) is at
;,...~ =-Q= 0, Q= is in the horizontal direction, and QY is in the vertical &r@ion.
..-

-’. Thewe are sgveral notable qualitative titures apparent in Fig. 4. Fiit, for zdl three patterns the measured
~ scattering is grainy-this is speckle! Second, we observe that with increasing waw+wczor transfer and sample

&ckrmss, the longitudinal widths of the speck-lea appear to decrease. The decrease of speckle size with ssmpIe .
;.ij’’::p k especially apparent when we compare the speckkpattern close-up for the 0.5-mrn-thick aerogel (top kf$. , .-

p~el Of Fig. 4) with the speclde-pattern closeup for the 3.4mm-thick aerogei (top right panel of Fig. 4). FmaIly, the “
‘- fact that there is speckle at all demonstrates that our set-up does result in a partially coherent x-ray beam incident

,.,,,upon the sample.

,“-” - k order to quantifj’ these observations, we turn to a statistical ardysis C4the static x-ray speckle patterns. We
,,

-. -t detailed explanations of the formalism of this method m it has recently been presemed by Abernathy et al. in
~“~$~’E& [~. A similar analysis has alSO recently been presented in Ref. [~]. The anaJ@ presented by Abernathy et al. ~~

:““-’-iworporates redts obtained from laser-light scattering for the effects of partially-coherent beams, ener~ bandpaas,
~:~d SOurcermd detector sizes on measured speckle patterns.z3
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The speckle pat&rns are analyzed as bbws. Fist the &txxtor reqxxwie is &raderized by Cdadating the

Spatiai ~n of each CCD frame in a region where the mtxwured intensity is very weak (i photon
,~hi@~) ,14~ or~ to de~~ne the sp~i~ ~luti of the detector kdepend-t of comPh@.ing ~~tY variatio~

due to the epedde pattern itself. Fkom this analysis we find that the FWHA4 detector resolution is 1.1 pixels or
0.4 pm-t in both the verticzd and horizontal directions.

Key to thenesminder d the analysis is the two-point intensity correlation hmctiorc
,...~..,.. i

(I(fi)f(fi]) ~
C(F1’F2) = (l(F”)) {I(3))

.-. ..

...

.............. .
..

,..‘.,., ..-

..
,-

1.10r * I , i

1

ill\ .
,-,~,:+....
.[

I t * t J

-10 -5 5 10
M (%) ,

.

Figure ,% htemdty iill tocomdation in the Q= (open circles) and QY (soiid circles) directions for the O.&nm-thick

~~x -~ ~~UP (tOP left PW@ h ~g. 4. Solid lines are guides-t~the-eye. One P-l is equal to
.

.. ......>.,. ‘... ‘.’,:
kmgitudind (Q=) directbn and soIid circl& are data in the traneveme (Q9) dkectkm. Evidently, the speckles ~
considerably broader ti the longitudinal direction than in the transverse direction, This can also be seen by inspection
of thetopleft panel $Fg.4. . . .

Fiigure6s@wat3&Jnemmmd speckle FWEM% versus wa~vector trsnefer & the three - ~ ~
“: ~ in Fig. 4-”(alle 20n@tud.iMl widths have been. .... meemred inthevi&&ti of the ~w-

_ Q = ~ f(Qs:@ in ~lg. 4], =d the trzuweme widths - oAc@nal to this direction. The ~-
‘ @it& (U”S-) f= d ti s8mp@ thidmesees u r&tively sms,ll and appear ~“be indepeu&xt of ~
the longitudinal speckle width (open symb@) are rtiv~y large[except for the thickest sample) and - to

...-.

..
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l?&xre & Speckle widths. versus wave-vector transfix fix the &cklepatterns.prese$ted in Fig. 4. Open symbols
are longitudinal widths and soiid symbcds are transverae widths. Cm&s are data fir the 0.5-mm-thick sample,
~= ~ ~ h the l---w samplej =d ~ are data for the 3.4-mrp-thicJKsample. Soiid, dsshed.
aad&sMottd kar15B@!elp ~{- * ~~=$j kthe re@ta * *. CE5-mm+b.icJcsa+e. ~.
the M-nim-thick sa@q * the3.4-mm-thick S&@% respctiveily~ .’..-

=7=+W *Q. ~*=$~XQ }ti**=Pl=,tk l~*ti$@ e-*_*
~ Q-

The iariation of the longitudinal speckle width versus Q for a particular sample thic?mesa can be intuitively
undemtood by consid~-the 2 contributions to the eibctive slit size versus Q as &en at the detector. The first
E&ct ia the foreshortening-bf the W aperture * &xeasiag scattering angIe which leads to a quadratk inffease
in ti”b@diJld .’qmckk wkith with rncreasing Q; w ti. effect results frorg we apparent incmaseinaampk ‘
thdmesa with inmeaaing Q. The effective aamp@&kness ia proportional to an _ve slit whjth which leads to
a I/Q-dependence for the &eclde width versus kmasing Q. ThetieEectdo -mmatks at small Q and the second
atlarger Q. Wealsonote ~thefkste&ctis -independent of thesarnp lethi- while t,hesecondia not and
predicta tbatthicker samplea yiekinarmwer specMes. Inthisway w&caa understand theoveraIIdecreaae in the
longitudinal speckle widths @th increasing sample thickness w%ich is observed in Fig. 6.

F~e 7 shows the measured contrast for the 3 aerogel speckle patt.er& For all three .ssm#es the me~ured
txmtrast decreases continuously with increasing Q. In addition, we see that the contrast decreases for successively
&dClrersample&

horder to model the ol&ved speckle widths and contrsst, we turn to a theoretical treatment of partial coherenca
‘snd x-ray scattering. Seved authors have written papers on this subject recently.T*a*24~2sWe choose to apply a

* whi~ has b- de+- for ~- StJY ~ meuwements presented ti this ~ ~ tfi *v,
the intensity correlation f@tii fEq (l)] is wri~ = convolutions cd the compl&’&herence * ~(~, k’, ~, ~]].
mar the wavwmmber sprexiil, the detector red-ad the sr+arce+ze, contri’i’&i16i%E“-’ -‘ . .:.. .> - ..,..,: %.+.

C(F’1,F2)-1 = ‘

/ w(k)w(k’)R(F_l- F’)B(F~- F“)x(F’– F“’)Z(F”- 7“”){p(k, k’, F’”, F’”’)J* dk dk’ dF’ d?” &-’” @;n” (2)
,.,’
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F&x% 7. Contl%@
.

versus wave=vector transfkr lbr the speckle patia+m jwisented in ‘Fig. 4. Open circles are data

I

..-
-:... .. ~-~ D&nrn-thi@r sample, solid squaresare data for&e l.&&rn-thi& sample, and open triangks are data for
,-,.:. . . the 3-4+maA.ick s@rpie. S&d, dsshd and dash-dotted lines are model prei$i&ons (expkiined in the text) for the

results &om the 0.5-mm-thidc sample, the M-mm-thick sarnp~ aawithe 3.4+E.rn-thick sample, respectively.

.,:.
,..,,

‘fi~.~-~”the complex &&&nce factor for p=y-cohkrent radiat&n &&n &y ‘;’

(3)

@ Eqa (2) and (3)3 ~{k) is the normdzed wa-number distxibutio,~ R[rn is the normalized detector resolution,
X(F) is the soume&e contributio~ B(p) ia the incident rad@tiog .$c#d and is assumed to be a ~ overthe

“sii$~ and -o. oth- Fka P@&-in the CC!D image p~e=. tid ~ is a po-int in the sample volume. The.
....< :sour&* ~ ‘,, n-%iMIud4d asac&&lu&m over the detectbr plane with the source size scaled by the ratio
“; ‘”&t& detedwr- to the sample-source &stances.*.- ..-. .

Z&irtgl&&aclmes-””’ fix the slit sizes, sam@@hi&n- and detedor resolutiorq Gausaians for the wurce profiIe;
andthe ~& UXlvoived, IMawUed
mzmber~

X* of the first hqmonic of the=undulator (see Fig. 2) for the wav+
~ haye .&ectly e.v4m@d Eqs. [Zj 4 <3)‘+’ obtain the spedde widths and contrast -US

.-:waw+~Q7uutf& jThecalcukttedres ultifort,het
‘Tht&ammXse

ransverse .spe@e tidths’ &e plotted as a solid ?ine in Fii 6.
$P@c& *th iS predi~ed W be independent of the ~ogel thickness and wave-vector transfer m

H Wk t with .$Iw data However, with no adjustable p~~&t&, the caIcuMions are seen to ~
mldmstima te the meiksured widths. ... -

Thk cddatd k@@tuti, speckle widths versus Q are shown as short-da&d, Iong-dashd, and dot~

. .. zGA&~r ~ f.~~-~~ l-~mm~hib, and 3.4mrn-thiclc aerogel samples, respectively. & for the
desmbed above, no adjustable paramwxs are Used..”mthe .!z#cnlatirms. w, * * -b

~ ‘..-”thecakdatioas predict signi&atly greater widtiia@m are @ser@hiThe”*qwicy *“,~.@%*.. -

=
‘-”k”ii?rmsiat&- ‘“ @%- m w~ q - k’ gitiier soiIr$&ii@esikis haiii-net been P@9edy”’-- .- .,.,;

2@%?ck’id&im &*’ .,j” {2) MUI (3) or that in the ~oriwmtal dkction~:~”kast,lhg source is not well-dezmiied by
‘k ‘G&&sian. ‘TM . na also seem to predict more Q+mndence to the &iri@udinal widths than = observe.

w b ~ -, that using a normalized wave-number dis&iiution derived horn the th~ ~d~a~
~spectrum aa appowd to our meamred undulator spectmun (AE/E = 0.U26 verms MS9], produces ~ ~~

:. ..

~!
,, .,, ,..~.*’,-

.,

,,

.:
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Q-dependeaace that more closely regemblw OUr data. Even when using the t.hecm%icaltmdulator spectrum, however, I
we sti41find that the predicted speckle widths are significantly larger than the rneaaured speckle widths.

We have also determined the expected contrast in the speckle pattern via evaluation of Eq. (2). The predicted
contr=t versus Q for the various aerogel samples agrees wd with the observed contrast. This is shciwn by the solid
(0.5-mm-thick aerogd), dashed (lo-mm-thick aerogel). and dot-dashed (3.4-mm-thick aerogel) lines in Fig. 7 which
are the nmnerically-evaluated values of the contrast using Eq. (2).

4. CONC!LUSIONS

We have implemented a beamline and a spectrometer specialized to ,yrhming d-agle coherent-scat&ring
experimenix. The entire set-up ia Io=ted in the undulator F013 of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology-McGill
University-BM Corpnratbn Collaborative Access Team sector at the APS. IJ+g 2 jnnrdl-exitdueter apertures, ‘
We?tave be.e!slabietovamsrun integrate our beamline with the APS storage ring, reduce the background radiation-
level in the FCU3so that experiments are feasibIe ~ and reduce the power in the x-ray beam to a rnuagesbie
lewd. A- “bmxmtaEy-deflecting mirror is used to isolate the fit harmonic af the undulator from the ‘W&&’
“incident spectmm and produce a pink beam incident upon che srnali-angle coherenhcattering spectrometer.

. .
~ the sample under study with a ●~vemeIy-coherent x-ray beam and records the scattered .

%$Xr!&& via a (2CD detector.

We h used this act-up to measure static speckle patterns tiom 3 aerogd samples of varying thicknesses. The
static speckle gd%erns have been analyzed using a statiuid approach from which ~ obtain the speckle widths and
ccmkmst versus waveveckw transfer. The results-have been compamd to direct numerical evaluations uf the intensity “

.,. rmdatkm ikc@lXL Plx!&ted apeclde widtbsareill pculragmemed
: “ -“’: ‘Q&&xl. .Tbie

with the obsqwd wldtha fbr ali the sampiee ~,-
~ -Y arise because the e&t of source ~earing Izas not been properly inciuded “m the . “.....

‘ >‘; impr~lbr the ~ correlation function or because a Gaussian is a poor approximation to the source proiile.
“. We do fiI@ however, that the predicted speckle contr= agrees very well with the observed vaIues. We tide -
.kbatonraetinp isp&&ming at close to its optimum “level.

“:-,~~ “n”wenote that rnI&E.@&E& {2)and(3j aregreatJ.y&pli@ci bym.akingaserieaof ‘.... . . “.. . .
~ to the alit ~ the sar& &i&& ~ &e& &ndti-dth of &e incide& radiation.

~&”&:& ~~ * LP*8 ‘* ~ allAap&kle &lths VerSUs... .. .
*“lri’rittea‘m dcisedib&m These

wave-vector trahsfer am .....

eqxesaions are quite u4A b predicting trenda in the measured data. We have
‘bud, however, by subakituting these approximaticms one-by-one into our evaluations of Eqs. (2) and (3), that the
G arwdan ~ to the undulator harmonic producee significantly greater predicted contrast thaa the real

~~p resumably this is b&ause a Gausskm does not adequately model the asymmetric shape of .
‘“ti~~ - .The Gaumian.appmximatb may, however, be suitahk for mcide?ing the energy spechum -
p@&iced~~muMayer.7
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